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In recent years, the development of domestic city commercial banks can be said 
to struggle to put flowers. A number of city commercial banks are rapidly expanding 
and evolving, more excellent part of city commercial banks have begun to 
cross-regional operation. Meanwhile, China's financial enterprises operating model 
is experiencing from "sector banks' transformation into" process bank "major change, 
this new generation core banking system in line with our regulations are being 
constructed step by step. On the other hand, has been among banks are facing fierce 
competition, especially with the gradual development and market penetration levels, 
customer resources still compete to become the bank's target. In order to motivate 
employees to maximize the bank to work, most commercial banks have established 
and implemented in order to banking products denominated as the main content of 
the comprehensive performance evaluation performance evaluation system, and for 
a time to promote sales and overall operating efficiency improved banking products. 
The pilot is on the line, to make a fair performance appraisal and assessment, reward 
and punishment, in order to fully mobilize their enthusiasm for the business goals 
and services; in charge of the bank, how according to performance targets through 
performance tracking, coaching and feedback and other management tools to help 
the pilot to achieve their goals, so that the row in which the member was not only to 
upgrade their skills, improve salaries, career advancement and also get a sense of 
accomplishment. Therefore, for the next-generation core banking system, to build a 
staff of traffic statistics information system it is very necessary. Bonus points by the 
leadership of the original practice is changed to the staff "interact choice system." 
Outset employees clearly know the rules of the competition, there is what can do, 
how much their own dry could get, get more and more dry, less dry and less 
















On the basis system requirements analysis, using the current popular J2EE 
architecture using Jsp, Servlet, Spring, mybatis technology and ORACLE database 
technology for each system function modules were designed and implemented 
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